I recently treated myself to a massage to defuse the stress of consulting. While being pampered, I reflected on the power of touch in clinical practice.
Massage provides benefits in many conditions, including asthma (Field et al., 1998) , anxiety (Field et al., 1996) and cancer (Toth et al., 2013) , but can the benefits of touch be injected into a 10-minute consultation? Sometimes one may place a hand on a patient's hand to offer physical support, or help them off the examining couch. What about offering to hug your patient at the end of a consultation? Could this offer therapeutic benefit by enhancing rapport? Or could it be conceived as inappropriate and lead to a complaint? Perhaps a hug should only be initiated by the patient, but even then, is a professional boundary being crossed? I suspect one must make a judgement based on individual circumstances.
Infection control may sometimes make us feel we are doing more harm than good when we touch, but with clean hands, short fingernails and no bangles, perhaps touch can help after all? Our normal human instincts prompt us to cuddle our children when they have fallen over or offer to kiss their wounds better. Can these instincts be built into the care we offer at a time when compassion is hitting the headlines? For example, could touch be used as a distraction technique during childhood immunisations, or incorporated into chronic disease management?
Despite the many benefits of information technology in health, it is easy for 'creeping depersonalisation' to occur and a third person to appear in the consultation (the computer!). Taking a moment to stop and touch a patient is likely to facilitate better communication and a more rewarding consultation.
I recall a regular patient who hugged me at the end of a consultation. I was happy to let my professional guard down and rather felt the therapeutic benefit came in my direction. I felt valued and respected. But is it consoling or creepy? I recall a colleague coming to me for a hug in tears after a stressful session. It helped. Should hugging be added onto the housekeeping list? Sitting in an Italian piazza some years ago, I recall sipping wine and smiling at a man who was holding a sign offering 'Free Hugs'. I noted how he appeared to not just clasp young, attractive sorts to his bosom, but people from all walks of life. They came hesitantly at first but all seemed to walk away with a lighter step and a wider smile. I looked up some of the bullet points of his organisation and thought that he may just have something there . . . (Guerrillahugs.com) . Always ask before giving a hug . Be respectful . Accept refusals . Don't squeeze too hard or for too long . If someone is patting your back it's a sign to let them go
